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PREFACE
This study was undertaken with the purpose of
affording some insight into the musical aims and composing methods of Hugo Wolf and of showing his position
in the history of the German Lied and his contributions
to the development of this form through the analysis of
one part of his work.
The author has attempted to achieve these ends by
the following

methods:

by examining the history of the

Lied up to the time of Wolf, by investigating the
ideological

climate and the musical background of the

era in which Wolf lived and composed,

by reading what

others have said about Wolf and his work and what Wolf
himself said. about his ideals and methods, by studying
and analyzing in detail one set of his songs in order to
determine its particular characteristics of style and from
this specialized

study to draw such conclusions

Wolf's ideals of composition and composing

about

techniques as

can validly be applied in a general sense.
The songs of the Italienisches Liederbuch, which is
the work selected for examination, have been individually
analyzed as to setting of text, harmonic practices,

iii

expressive devices,
voice.

form, and role of accompaniment and

However, rather than including lengthy analyses

with much repetition, the information thus gained has been
presented herein as a summing up of general features of
the Italian songs, illustrated by excerpts from some of
the songs.
It is hope that this study may prove of interest to
the student of Lieder as pointing the way to a fresh
wealth of material, and that it

may bring to the admirer

of Hugo Wolf additional information about and perhaps a
new approach to the music of this master of song.
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CHAPTER I
THE EVOLUTION OF THE GERMA T LIED
In tracing the evolution of the German Lied we are
primarily interested in those facts of the history of
western music which have bearing on the development of this
form.

Of course, in a broader sense the entire course of

musical growth is responsible for its development, but we
shall deal here with those movements and periods which
directly concern song, more specifically the German version
of the secular solo song.
With this in mind let us first

clarify the subsequent

discussion by defining the term "Lied."

"Lied" has a wider

denotation than its current usage as indicating the German
art song of the Romantic period, a denotation according to
which it

means any song in the German vernacular.

In this

sense its history dates back to the twelfth century and the
first

appearance of songs cast in the everyday language of

the German people, in contradistinction to the Latin of
medieval liturgical music and poetry.

"Song"

as used in the foregoing statement is admirably

and concisely defined in the.Harvard Dictionary of Music
as:

1

2

a short composition for solo voice, usually but not
necessarily accompanied, based on a poetic text, and
composed in a fairly simple style so designed as to
enhance rather than to overshadow the significance
of the text. 1
In this discussion

"song" will be employed in this sense.
Early Vocal Music

The events leading to the appearance of the Lied date
from prehistoric times.

Observation of primitive tribes

reveals that vocal music is the first form of music,
appearing in tribes on the lowest levels of culture.
have always sung.

People

Song has been a large part of their magic

or religious rites, and the conveyor of current events, the
preserver of their history, the receptacle for their traditions, wisdom and customs, as well as the accompaniment
to their social activities.

All this applies to folk song.

As song ceased to be a container for universal emotions and
folk wisdom,

and became a more personalized expression

seeking for artistic expression, it moved out of the class
of folk song and into that of art song.

It is this movement

toward the development of the art song--its appearance,
growth and full flowering

in the nineteenth century German

Lied--which we shall attempt to follow here.
There is little knowledge available of pre-Christian
European music except that of Greece.
1

From the writings of

"Song," Harvard Dictionary of Music.

3

her theorists we know that music and the vocal art developed there from primitive magical functions and rigid
traditions to a full-fledged art supported by a thorough
system of theory.

Yet except for her slight influence on

early Christian music, her only contribution to western
music was her theoretical writings.
The early Christian Church appropriated to itself
whatever proved useful of the musical traditions of the
Jewish synagogue, in which it had its roots, and the
countries of the eastern Mediterranean wherein it developed,
including Greece.

This heterogeneous material the Roman

branch amalgamated into a homogeneous Catholic style.

For

the next ten centuries the course of vocal music is the
course of the development of music for the Roman church,
first the long period of monody and the perfecting of plainsong, and then the beginnings of polyphony, probably around
the seventh century, in its early form of organum.
The secular music of this period--including all nonliturgical music except tropes, even though the subject be
religious--has not survived as well as the liturgical music.
It had no guardians of its traditions such as the monastery
choirs scattered throughout Europe which devoted themselves
to preserving and transmitting the music of the Christian
liturgy.

4

What little secular music was written down was notated
in staffless neumes which apparently were already unintelligible when staff-notation appeared.

Only one or two

examples are available written in staff-notation.

One non-

liturgical Latin song of whose melodic contour we can form
some opinion is the Song of the Sibyl, which, although not a
part of liturgical chant, survived practically unchanged for
centuries.2
In addition to such non-liturgical religious songs,
there were secular Latin songs.

We know something of the

words, which were important in the history of medieval
verse.

The poetry of the Carolingian court was followed by

the songs of the Goliards, students and clerics who wandered
over Western Europe.

These lyrics, written in half-

scholarly, half-popular Latin, proclaimed their love of
wine, women and life in general in a style sometimes quite
polished, often light and satirical, and frequently so
obscene as to gain their authors considerable notoriety.
Little of the music to these songs survives, and that is in
staffless neumes.

The only one which we can reconstruct is

"0 admirabile Veneris ydolum," a somewhat lascivious love
song, which reappears in a manuscript at Monte Cassino in
alphabetical notation on lines decipherable as to pitch. 3
2 Gustave
3 Ibid.,

Reese, Music in the Middle
p. 201.

Ages,

p. 199.

5,

Here the melody has been joined incongruously to the text
of a pilgrim's song in praise of Rome, "0 Roma Nobilis.")
The First Period of the German Lied:
The Minnesinger and the Meistersinger
The twelfth century saw the real beginning of secular
music and the start of the art song with the rise of the
troubadours in southern France.

That they arose first in

Provence seems to have been due to the economic richness of
the section which gave its courts of nobility the leisure
in which to develop the ideals of chivalry and to look for
entertainment earlier than the feudal courts of other
sections which were still struggling to feed themselves and
fulfill their obligations to the Church.

These aristo-

cratic poet-musicians helped to refine the ideals of chivalry and devoted themselves to the cultivation of poetry
and music in "a romantic service of chivalrous love." 5
From Provence the movement spread to northern France,
where it was taken up by the Trouveres, whose songs reveal
a greater strictness of rhythm and form than do those of
the Troubadours.

From here it moved to Germany and

found

expression in the art of the Minnesinger ('love' singers),
which constitutes the first

'Found

stage of the Lied.

in Harold Gleason, Examples of Music Before

140t, p. 7.
5 "Troubadours,"

Harvard Dictionary of Music.

6

Though lagging behind the French by about fifty years
and modeled on French patterns, the art of the Minnesinger
had certain marked characteristics of its own in text,
melody and meter.

Most significant in the light of later

development is the fact that considerations of text and
music led to the use of even note values in a sort of +/4
meter instead of the more elegant modal rhythms (3/4 meter)
of the French.6

Here is an indication of the "weightiness"

which is to become a continuing characteristic of German
music and will later become the foursquare rhythm and
harmony of the Baroque era.
The Minnes'ng stretched from Spervogel (c. 1200) to
Oswald von Wolkenstein (1377-144 5).

Among the best known

Minnesinger are Walter von Vogelweide (c. 1170-1230) and
Wolfram von Eschenbach

(contemporary with Walter).

Walter's melodies have been preserved. 7

A few of

Of the work of

Neithart von Reuenthal (1180-1240), who added a more earthy

6

Archibald Davison and Willi Apel, Historical
of Music, Vol. I, p. 216, No. 20.
7 For

Anthology

examples see "Palastinalied," in Gleason, Examples
p. 20; "Nu al'erst,"
in Davison and
Apel, Historical Anthology of Music, Vol. I, p. 18.
of Music Before 1400,

7

note to the songs of chivalry, many charming songs are
extant.8
Toward the end of the fourteenth century the traditions of the Minnesinger began to deteriorate but were
revived by the Meistersinger movement which represents the
middle class continuation of the aristocratic Minnesang.
Musical activity was now carried on by guilds of German
craftsmen.

The change in atmosphere did not produce any

novel results.
song.

It only preserved a great tradition of

In attempting to do so, the Meistersinger hedged the

art of song about with so many rigid and pedantic rules
that imagination and originality were crippled and the
resulting melodies were, on the whole, clumsy and barren.
Among the songs of Hans Sachs (11+91-1576) are several
attractive melodies but even this work shows the limited
imagination and the patched-up quality of the melodies
the masters.9

of

The Meistersinger movement spread over

almost all of Germany in the sixteenth century but
declined rapidly in the seventeenth century.

8or examples see "Der May" and "Winder wie ist" in
Davison and Apel, Historical Anthology of Music, pp. 18-19;
"May enzeit one neidt" in Gleason, Examples of Music
Before 140, p. 21.
9For examples see "Der Guelden Ton" in Davison
and

Apel, Historical Anthology of Music, Vol. I, p. 21;
"Silberweise" in Arnold Schering, Geschichte Der Musik in
Beispielen,

p.

75.

8

The Second Period of the Lied:
The Polyphonic Lied
Meanwhile the development of German polyphonic music,
which had lagged behind that of France, England and Italy,
got off to a slow start in the work of Oswald von
Wolkenstein10 and the Monk of Salzburg (c. 11+00) who stood
at the end of the Minnesinger movement.

The polyphonic

songs, rather primitive imitations of fourteenth century
French models or earlier styles, mark the beginning of the
second period of the Lied, the polyphonic Lied.
Under the hands of Adam von Fulda and Heinrich Finck

(1445-1527)11the

polyphonic song shows remarkable progress

in style leading to the masterly compositions of Heinrich
Isaac (1450-1517).

Isaac, though actually of Flemish

origin, and international in his scope, was German both by
reason of his service in German courts and his predilection
for German song.

His song of farewell, "Innsbruck,

ich

muss dich lassen," became one of the most beautiful and
beloved folk songs in the German language.

After the

Reformation its melody was used for such Lutheran chorales
as "0 Welt, ich muss dich lassen," which Bach used in the
1 0 For examples see "Der May" in Davison and Apel,
Historical Anthology of Music, Vol. I, p. 61+; "Wach auff,
myn short" in Schering, Geschichte der Musik in Beispielen,
p. 1+1.
11 For

example see "C' schones Weib" in Schering,
Geschichte der Musik in Beispielen, p. 83.

9

Last Supper scene of the St. Matthew Passioh, and the
evening hymn "Nun ruhen alle Walder."
other Protestant texts.

It was later set to

Others contributing to the devel-

opment of the polyphonic Lied were Paulus Hofhaimer (1459-

1537),

Stoizer (1480-1526) and Ludwig Senfi

(1490-151+0).12

In the second half of the sixteenth century the literature of the polyphonic Lied was enriched by the work of
Orlando di Lasso, who was as much at home in this form as
in the madrigal, villarella and chanson.

However, native

inspiration seems to have dried up and the more vital
Italian influence appeared in madrigals and villanellas.
By the end of the century the master Hans Leo Hassler
(1564-1612) had transformed the Italian forms into true
German songs.

The period of the polyphonic Lied came to a

close with Johann HermarnSchein (1580-1630).
The Third Period of the Lied:
The Generalbass-Lied
The beginning of the seventeenth century marked the
advent of a new artistic era, the Baroque, which evidenced
itself in music in the repudiation of polyphony and the
development of accompanied monody, the thoroughbass and the
stile rappresentativo, and eventually the establishment of

1 2 For

examples see Schering, Geschichte der Musik in
Beispielen, pp. 72-3, 79-80.

10

tonic and dominant as the principal chords of harmony and
of the four-measure phrase.
The third period of the Lied, the accompanied soloLied with thoroughbass (Generalbass) accompaniment, began
about 1630, but these songs were imitations of Italian
models and without true German style.

Einstein gives as

the reason for this the fact that German poetry was not
ready for the new growth of a lyric art which the monodic
movement from Italy might have engendered.1 3

By the time

the poets had caught up, the first impulse was past.
However, the efforts of a school of poets at the
university center of Idnigsberg did result in the creation
of a real German song-type.

This group had devoted itself

to the emobling of the German language and the development
of a simpler and more sincere type of German poetry.
included such poets as Simon Dach and Paul Fleming.
its representatives,

It
One of

Heinrich Albert (1604-1651), was not

only a poet but an organist and composer.

In attempting to

set the simpler strophic verses of his IKnigsberg colleagues,
he found the key to a more truly German song style, combining popular simplicity and artistic taste.l4

1 3 Alfred

For this

Einstein, A Short History of Music, p. 104.

'For examples see "Drei Lieder aus den Arien" in
Schering, Geschichte der Musik in Beispielen, pp. 233-235.

11

reason, in a certain sense, he might be called the father of
the modern Lied.
The development which he began reached its highpoint in
the songs of the master, Adam Krieger (163+-1666).15 This
style found a warm reception among the German people.
However, the appearance of a mass of inferior imitations
caused high artistic circles to snub it, and the development
of the more stylish aria and the cantata overshadowed it,
leading to the decline of German song at the end of the
century.

Only German sacred song was given the inspiration

of genuine musical talent, with the composer Johann Franck
(1641-c.

1700).

In the first half of the eighteenth century the
development of the aria eclipsed the Lied, which practically
ceased to exist.

Such exceptions must be mentioned as the

exquisitely tender and personal "Bist du bei mir" of J. S.
Bach and the lieder which occur, under the name of arias,

in

the operas of J. S. Cousser, Reinhard Keiser, Telemann,16
and others.

15 For

examples see "Trinklied" in Schering, Geschichte
der Musik in Beispielen, p. 264.
16 For example see "Die vergessene

p. 454.

Phyllis," Ibid.,

12

The Fourth Period of the Lied:
The Volkstumliches Lied
After 1750 interest in the aria had passed its height
and a reaction set in against its artificiality and lack of
expressiveness.

This resulted in a search for a true Ger-

man song-style, purer and simpler,

and led toward the folk

style of the Volkstmliches Lied which was the fourth
historical type of Lied.

The germ of this movement can be

found in the earlier work of Albert and Krieger, but it lay
dormant during the dazzling ascendancy of the aria form in
the first

half of the eighteenth

century.

Now it

began to

develop in the work of Johann Adam Hiller (1728-1804)
whose songs, often addressed to children, had an affected
naivete, and flowered in the work of the second Berlin school.
The first Berlin school had been hampered in their work
with the Lied by the spirit of rationalism and the Enlightenment, although C. P. E. Bach made some very effective
efforts toward the through-composed style of composition.
This younger generation turned from the dry moralism of the
rational poets to the true German lyrics of the Goettinger
circle of poets and Goethe.

From them J. A. P. Schulz (1747-

1800) learned to look for the tune inherent in a simple
stanza and to make melody out of the spirit of the poem,1 7
1 7 Einstein,

A Short

istor

of

Music, p.

156.
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thus achieving a more genuine sort of folk-like simplicity.
His successors, chief among them being J. F. Reichardt
(1752-181+)

and K. F. Zelter (1750-1837),

continued to

develop this new lyricism and to clarify the forms of
German solo and choral song.
The Viennese classicists wrote some Lieder, but their
real interest lay in larger forms, and they gave the lied
rather perfunctory and passing attention.

However, the

best of their few songs form a climax to this period of new
lyricism.

Of Mozart's songs "Das Veilchen" is most often

mentioned as a true representative of the simple and lyric
character of the Lied.

Haydn apparently gave more serious

attention to his songs than Mozart, but as his concept of
tone was essentially instrumental and as he seems hampered
by the confines of the poem, only a few have become popular,
chief among them being "My Mother Bids

Me

Bind My Hair"

and the "Spirit's Song."
Beethoven stands as the bridge between the Classical
and Romantic in song just as he does in instrumental music.
Like the early classicists he gave only passing attention
to this form.

On the whole, his songs seem instrumental in

scope and somewhat lacking in lyricism.

However, the best

of them, especially the cycle "An die ferne Geliebte," have
unique freshness and lyric beauty and foreshadow in spirit
and in some treatment of details the songs of Schubert.

14

His chief direct contribution to the Lied seems
to be the
greater variation for the sake of expression
and the
realism in his accompaniments.
However, in a wider sense the Lied owes a great
deal
to Beethoven, for his improvements and innovations
brought
to their fullest development the technical resources
and
ideological climate necessary to produce the Romantic
movement and the Lied.
The Fifth Period of the Lied:
The Romantic Lied
What were these technical resources on whose development depended the birth of the new Lied?

Among others,

there are the expansion of the Classical harmonic
vocabulary of chords, the increased use of dissonance and
chromaticism, the feeling for harmonic color, the perfecting of the piano and realization of its expressive
resources,

the use of the short motif as the germ of

musical structure.

In the field of poetry the culmination

of German lyricism in Goethe provided the requisite poetic
material.
And what was the ideological climate that was
necessary to Romanticism?

Primarily, it was that of

freedom of the individual and the need for intense personal expression.

Prior to the nineteenth century all

music, however intrinsically great, was Gebraudsmusik,

15

written to fulfill an immediate purpose, and all musicians
were servants of some type of patron.

After the French

revolution and its doctrine of man as a free individual
rather than a member of a fixed class of society, it
remained for the nineteenth century to produce the
Romantic movement with its idea of art for art's

sake, the

detachment of the artist from society and its service, and
its doctrine of any means to serve the end of expression.
Not until that age, with its emphasis on expression of
content rather than perfection of form and its concept of
music as a personal document, could so intensely personal
and intimate a form as the Romantic Lied come into being.
Also vital in its advent was the close relationship between
literature and music in Romanticism which sent Romantic
song composers to the best of German lyric and dramatic
poetry.
Into this climate came Franz Schubert with his
impelling need to create music and his inexhaustible outpouring of melody.

He seized on these expanded technical

resources, added to them his own feeling for harmonic color
and the sensuous beauty of sound, his refinement of
modulation, his profound psychological insight, and
crystallized them all in the form of the Lied.
new Lied.

This was a

It was grounded in the earlier efforts to develop

a simple but truly expressive German song-style, but it
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left them far behind and soared aloft on the wings of
Schubert's inspiration.

It truly embodied and fulfilled

the Romantic ideals of expressiveness and personalization
of emotational reactions, and bore its hallmarks of concentration on the noble emotions of love and friendship, of
the enrichment of music through literary associations, of
an extra-musical program to clarify and extend the meaning
of the music.
Schubert's songs cover an amazing variety of subjects
and emotions and range from the purest lyricism to the
starkest drama.

His prolificness naturally brought with it

some instances of lack of taste, carelessness and faulty
quality.

In the heat of inspiration he would seize any

poem at hand and set it.
well and good.

If a good one were available,

If not, a poorer one would have to do.

the whole, however, his literary taste was good
declamation careful.

On

and his

Though his facileness occasionally

led into shallowness of style and sentimentality, his
astonishing musical and psychological intuition produced a
great number of true masterpieces.
The forms which Schubert used for his songs vary from
a simple stophic type to a through-composed setting of the
utmost subtlety of minute detail, depending on the demands
of the poem.

Falling heir as he does to the recent per-

fection of the piano and the development of its expressive
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possibilities by Beethoven, he makes full
use of its
resources for creation of atmosphere
and delineation of
details. However, always above it the
voice rings out in
clear and sweeping melody.
Schubert not only created but perfected
the Lied,
almost with one and the same action.
Others have approached
him and even outdone him on certain settings,
but none have
surpassed him for versatility and sheer inspiration.
Though
he did not exhaust the possibilities of the
Lied, he passed
it on to his successors fully developed and
awaiting their
individual refinements.
Robert Schumann is generally considered Schubert's
successor in the field of the Lied.

In this case it is not

true that a later development proved a higher
one, though
Schumann composed some Lieder that quite hold
their own
with those of Schubert and a few that surpass
Schubert's
setting of the same text.
first,

His best song efforts were his

called forth by the impact of his long-delayed

marriage to Clara Wieck.

These are fresh and spontaneous

and bear no hint of the mental illness which was
to overshadow his later work.

They have the same ring of intuition

as the best of Schubert.
His method of treatment does not differ essentially
from that cf Schubert but results in an individuality
of
style.

He has not the same power of dramatic
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characterization as Schubert but excels in the creation of
a mystic veiled atmosphere.

He develops the piano accom-

paniment into rich and independent beauty and frequently
gives it a heretofore unknown predominance over the voice.
There seem to be several strong influences at work in
the songs of Brahms:

his scorn of affecttirnand

senti-

mentality, his insistence on the classical ideals of form
and structure, arI

his great love for the folksong.

These

things combined to produce the particular characteristics
of his songs:

the predominant strophic form, the serenity

and simplicity, often profundity, of style, the subordination of the piano to its old role of accompaniment only.
With his characteristic restraint he avoids extremes of
emotion and shuns mere sensuous effects.

He is rather poor

at dramatic characterization, but his greatest weakness is
his occasional carelessness in setting the words of his
texts.

In short, he seems to turn his back on the most
characteristic effects of the Romantic song.

Yet the

simplicity and inevitability of his best songs, his longspanned, sweeping melodies and his accompaniments which
bring out so well the beauty of the piano, mark him as one
of the finest of the Lieder composers.
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Hugo Wolf and the Lied
In the latter part of the nineteenth century,
in the
period referred to as late or post-Romantic,
in the scene the Austrian, Hugo Wolf.

there appeared

He fell heir to all

the ideals of personal freedom and self-expression and
all
the enriched range of musical resources which Romanticism
developed.

He was truly a child of the Romantic era, above

all in his love of fine literature.
great difference, one added

However,

there was one

element which shaped his

thinking and engendered the new approach which he brought
to the Lied, an approach which ranks him with Schubert
as
a real innovator in the Lied style.
the fact that between the first

This difference was

flowering of the Romantic

period and the beginning of Wolf's creative activity came
the man Richard Wagner and his music.
Wolf inherited Wagner's consummation of Romantic
tendencies and his own individual contributions to musical
art:

the fully expanded chromatic chord vocabulary, the

extended span of tonal control and the use of fluctuating
tonality, the device of characterizing motives and their
harmonic transformation, the free treatment of dissonance,
the concept of voice and orchestra as equal parts of a
sonorous whole, his use of the accompaniment to interpret
and deepen the mood and meaning of the words, and above all
his dramatic and poetic leanings which resulted in his
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following in his musical settings the most subtle
inflections of the text and in his extreme regard
for careful
and correct handling of the words.
However, this does not mean that Wolf simply
imitated
Wagner.

Like every musician who composed after Wagner,
he

was bound to be influenced by the broadening of
musical
resources which he had achieved.

Moreover, he was a person

of strong individualistic tendencies and marked
literary
taste, in whom the seeds of Wagner's ideas fell
on fertile
ground.

His real discipleship of Wagner lay not in those

occasional reminiscences of Wagnerian form which
we find
in his work, but in his determination to make
poetry the
inspiration of music and in his application
of Wagnerian
techniques and principles to the form of the Lied.

In so

doing he created a highly individual style and
made a real
contribution to the progress of the Lied.
Before discussing Wolf's style, let us look briefly
at his life.

The events of his life are relatively

unimportant here as they had little bearing on his
music.
His musical work was not shaped by the circumstances
of his
life.

On the contrary, his urge to composition dictated

his entire existence.
the course of his life.

A few facts will suffice to indicate
He was born in 1860 in the Austrian

provinces, the son of a leather manufacturer who was
a
thwarted musician, and first learned music at home.

Because
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of his reserve and his already intense interest in music
he
did not do well at school except in music and literature.
At fifteen he went to the Vienna Conservatoire over the
protests of his middleclass father.

When, on his dismissal

from the Conservatoire on false charges, his family could
not maintain him because of reduced circumstances, he
remained in Vienna to make his own way at the tender age
of seventeen.

The rest of his life was a hand-to-mouth

struggle, lightened by occasional jobs, most of which he
despised,

and eased by the generosity of loyal friends,

dedicated. wholly to his art.

and

This existence was composed

of alternate periods of intense inspiration and absolute
creative sterility and overshadowed by the encroaching
mental illness which led to strange aberrations of behavior, intermittent visits to various mental institutions,
and eventually complete madness and commitment until his
death of pneumonia in 1903.
Wolf, like Berlioz, was primarily a self-educated
musician.

Too poor to have a piano in his early Vienna

days, he would sit in the park studying the scores of the
classics, Bach and Beethoven; the masters of the Lied,
Schubert and Schumann; the composer of art ballads, Loewe,
and his especial favorites, Berlioz, Liszt and Wagner.

His

strongest enthusiasm--that for Wagner--was fanned into a
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lifelong discipleship by a brief interview
with the master
during his Vienna student days in 1875.
In the years of indecision in which he
was evolving
his own style and searching for his particular
channel of
musical expression, Wolf experimented
with the techniques
of some of these musicians whose work
he most admired.
Thus we find in the works of this early period
before 1888
distinguishable traces of the influence of
these composers.
There are occasional echoes of Berlioz and Liszt in
Wolf's
chief larger work of this period, his symphonic
poem
"Penthesilea."

We see Liszt in Wolf's choice of the

symphonic poem form and his use of Liszt's process
of
thematic transformation, and Berlioz in
such spots as the
"Amazons' March,"'" Berliozian scene full
of the muffled
beat of horses' hoofs and the clash of arms."18
Wolf's admiration for Loewe shows itself in occasional
adaptations of his ballad manner, as in "Fr'uhlingsglocken"
(1883) a brilliant imitation of Loewe's "Kleiner
Haushalt."
His study of the .ieder

of Schumann shows itself

especially in the early songs "An*" and
"Morgenthau" (1877)
and two song cycles, "Liederstrauss" to poems
of Heine,
which on examination appears to have been
written under the
influence of Schumann's "Dichterliebe" (especially
"Aus
l 8 Frank Walker, Hugo
Wolf, p. 189.
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meinen grossed Schmerzert") and a "Dichterleben"
to poems
of Hoffman von Fallersleben, the
very title
of which
indicates its echoes of Schumann.
The last song of the "Dichterleben"
cycle, "teach dem
Abschiede," reflects another influence--that
of Schubert.
In this song Wolf seems to have hit
a lyrical Schubertian
vein which he worked out in a second
series of Heine songs.
One of the most remarkable of these--strongly
reminiscent
of Schubert and yet typical of the best
of Wolf's young
work--is the poignant "Sp'therbstnebel.t"
Surprisingly, Wagner's influence does
not evidence
itself in Wolf's music until 1883.
As Wolf's latest
biographer, Frank Walker, puts it:

,

A by-product of this period, composed in
Vienna
on 16th.June, was the famous setting of
Justinus
Kerner's 'Zur Ruh, zur Ruh! ' in which Wolf
speaks his
individual language - a language largely
derived from
late-Wagnerian sources - with confident mastery.
. .
In this respect, as first pointing the
direction in
which he was to find his most fruitful field
for
development, the application of Wagnerian
technique
and principles to the older form of the
German Lied,
tZur Ruh!' is a milestone in Wolf's own
prow
towards mastery and in the history of song.19 ess

It was to be four years yet before Wolf
found the
outlet for his genius.
In 1888 his setting of "Der Tambour"
by Moricke loosed a flood of impassioned
song, such as had
been known only by Schubert and the Schumann
of the year
1 9 Frank

Walker, Hugo Wolf, p. 141.
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1840.

The poems of the Swabian pastor, Eduard
Moricke,

were the key which unlocked his genius and
showed him the
form in which it was to be cast. Song after
song followed
in rapid succession, bringing him to a
state of "exalted
joy and almost fright at the sudden discovery
of his
creative power.,"20
Henceforward,

this was to be his mode of composition.

He would steep himself in the poems of a particular
poet
until he was saturated with their atmosphere
and, having
completely absorbed their spirit, pour forth
song after
song until he had exhausted the creative impulse
which had
initiated the process. With him the poem was
not just the
point of departure for a song.
It was the song, it made
its own music. Wolf became not merely the musical
interpreter of the poet but the poet himself,
musical terms.

speaking in

As a result, no one has exceeded him in

absolute exactness of declamation and exquisite
expression
of the most minute details of text, as well as
grasping
and setting forth in compact form the true spirit
of the
poem.
It is interesting to note that most of Wolf's
musical
heroes--Bach, Beethoven, Berlioz, Liszt and Wagner--worked
predominantly in massive forms.
20 Romain

p. 349.

Rolland,

It is as if he absorbed

"Hugo Wolf," Essays on Music

I
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and appropriated to himself all these great influences
and
distilled them into a highly individual style
which condensed expression into the least possible space.

Salazar

suggests that the reason for this was his mental
infirmity.
Because his inspiration came intermittently and
then with
such urgency,

he had need of a form in which he could

imprison it before it vanished.2 1
There is no one 'golf" style.

Each series of songs

has its own particular style and each song within
the
series is clothed in its own individual atmosphere.

How-

ever, his songs are immediately recognizable
by such
characteristics as their pecularities of harmonic
usage,
their interplay of voice and piano, their subtleties
of
detail and their note-for-word setting of the
text.

As a

means of tracing these common elements in Wolf's
styles
and of studying in some detail his methods of
composition,
let us examine one set of his songs, the Italienisches
Loederbuch.

2Adolfo

Salazar,

Music

in.

_ur2 Time,

p.

50.

CHAPTER II
THE BACKGROUND OF THE ITALIENISCHES LIEDERBUCH
The circumstances of Wolf's composition
of the
Italienisches Liederbuch are especially
interesting because they show so clearly the intense
and intermittent
character of the inspiration on which
his work depended.
To lead up to the events immediately
concerning the
writing of the Italian songs, we should go
back to the
period mentioned in Chapter I when his setting
of the
poems of MNdricke loosed the passionate flood
of song
within him.
This first great burst of spontaneous composition
was
preceded by years of study and experimental
composing and
seems to have resulted from two particular events,
though
there is no doubt that his affinity for Moricke's
poetry
and the musical response which it

awoke in him were the

immediate impelling factors.
One of these events was the death of his
father,
Philipp Wolf, in 1887.

Hugo had always been very close to

his father and seems to have been his favorite
son.

It

was from his father that he inherited his
love of music
and from him that he received his first musical
instruction.
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Though Philipp had strongly opposed Hugo's choice of
music
as a career on the grounds of practicality, he had
great
pride in his son and sympathy for him and hoped to
see his
long struggle crowned with recognition.

On his part,

Hugo's fondest dream was to be able to lay his success
at
his father's feet and prove to him that in following
the
course which had so often caused Philipp grief and
disappointment, he was only fulfilling his own destiny.
Philipp's death was a great blow to Hugo and made
him feel
that much of the incentive had gone out of his work.

How-

ever, like so many of his disappointments, it proved a
spur to greater endeavor.
The other event was the first
Wolf's compositions.

1875.

publication of some of

He had been composing actively since

Now in 1887 he was twenty-seven years old and still

had published nothing.

A chance meeting with a warm

admirer and generous friend, Friedrich Eckstein, and a
complaint about the continuing difficulty of getting his
work published led to Eckstein's arranging for the publication of a volume of Wolf's songs.

The relief from doubt

and indifference brought to Wolf by this long-delayed
appearance of some of his music in print produced in him
an excited happiness and a desire to compose more songs.
He felt that all he needed was peace and solitude in
which to set down his ideas and accordingly betook himself
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in January of 1888 to the summer cottage of friends
in the
little
village of Perchtoldsdorf near Vienna.
Here it was
that his period of intensive production
began in February
with the setting of Moricke's "Der Tambour."

Six days

later the songs began to pour forth, seemingly
almost
without his conscious volition, at the rate
of at least one
a day, often two or three.
In three months he set fiftythree of M5ricke poems.
He turned next to Eichendorff, seven of whose
poems
he had already set, and wrote thirteen more during
the month
of September 1888, making up an Eichendorff volume.

Between

December 1888 and February 1889 he completed fifty-one
Goethe Lieder.
The following years of 1889 to 1891 were almost
as
productive.

Following the Goethe songs, Wolf began work on

the Spanisches Liederbuch,

setting Spanish poems translated

by the German poets Eanuel Geibel and Paul Heyse.

This

task occupied him between October 1889 and April
1890,
during which time he wrote forty-four Spanish songs.
ing June 1890 he composed
of Gottfried Keller.

Ate Weisen,

Dur-

a volume of six poems

In September of 1890 he began work on

the Italienisches Liederbuch, settings of Paul Heyse's
translations of Italian poems and songs.

He had intended

to set thirty-three of the poems, but with the completion
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of the twenty-second, "Man sagt mir, deine
Mutter woll'es
nicht," his well of inspiration ran- dry.
There followed four years of complete
creative
sterility and consequent misery for Wolf,
who was really
happy only when he was composing.
Finally, in the early
part of 1895 his choice of Rosa Mayreder's "Der
Corregidor"
as the libretto for his long-proposed opera
ended the long
drought and set him to composing feverishly.
The remaining
projected Italian songs had to wait until
the completion of
"Der Corregidor" had satisfied his intense
desire to compose an opera.
In March of 1896, with the opera finished
and arrangements made for its performance,
he settled again
in his retreat at Perchtoldsdorf and, between
the 25th of
March and the 30th of April, wrote the twenty-four
songs of
the second part of the Italienisches Liederbuch.
Although more than four years had elapsed
since the
composition of the first part of the Italierisches
Liederbuch,
Wolf was able to revert at once to the style of
the Italian
songs. There is no line of cleavage between
the two
sections.

The second part has all the freshness of style

and refinement of manner of the first

and contains as many

examples of Wolf's genius and mastery of the
Lied.
As stated above, the poems for this set of Italian
songs were taken from Paul Heyse's Italienisches
Liederbuch,
a volume of translations of Italian poems and
songs.

Heyse
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was possibly the most important member of a group which
gathered around Maximilian II of Bavaria in Munich
around

1835.

One of the leading spirits of this literary group

was Enanuel Geibel who set a model for the German lyric
of
this age and who was co-translator with Heyse of the
collection of Spanish songs from which Wolf drew his Sanishes
Liederbuch.

Heyse,

born about 1830, was a writer of

excellent short stories.
genius.

His was an essentially Latin

He had a warm sympathy for the Southern cultures

of Spain and Italy and excelled

in stories of Italian life,

to which his lightness of touch and sense of form were best
suited.
Heyse's

Italienisches

Liederbuch contains translations

of many types of Italian songs:

ritornelle, popular

ballads, songs in folk-style, Corsican songs, death laments,
rispetti and velote, the Venetian version of the rispetto.
Wolf took all his material from among the rispetti and
velote with one exception,

"Benedeit die sel'ge Mutter" in

the second part of the Italienisches Liederbuch which is
based on a. Venetian folk-song.
The rispetto is a very interesting type of poem.

It

is described by Walker as "a sort of intellectual exercise
for lovers in verse that is mocking, gallant, or passionate."l

Walker,

Fugo

Wolf,1

p.

294+.
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It is always quite short, usually consisting of six
to
eight lines (occasionally

ten or twelve) and has lines of

ten or eleven syllables that are end-stopped, i.e.
containing a complete clause or sentence, or at least
coming
to a verbal pause at the end of the line.

The rhyme

schemes of these lines vary quite a bit but the first four
lines of each poem rhyme alternately without exception.
The rhyme scheme used most for an eight-line verse is
A B A B C C D D.
Liederbuch

Over half the poems of the Italienisches

(24 to be exact)

are in this form.

The first

song "Auch kleine Dinge" is an excellent example of this
form:
Auch kleine Dinge kbnnen uns entzucken,
auch kleine Dinge konnen teuer sein.
Bedenkt, wie gern wir uns mit Perlen schmrn5cken:
sie werden schwer bezahlt und sind nur klein.
Bedenkt, wie klein ist die Olivenfrucht,
und wird um ihre Gate doch besucht.
Denkt an die Rose nur, wie klein sie ist,
und duftet doch so lieblich, wie ihr wisst.
Observe that the first
syllables,

and third lines each contain eleven

all the rest ten syllables each.

Some of the

other rhyme schemes are variations of this pattern,
such
as A B A B C C for a six-line stanza and A B A B C C D D
E E
for a ten-line stanza

(extended

in two songs by another

pair of rhyming lines, making a twelve-line

stanza).

There is another pattern of rhyme which forms the
basis for most of the songs which are not modeled on the
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first-mentioned scheme.

In this one the first six lines

rhyme alternately and the remaining lines rhyme
in pairs.
This gives rise to the scheme A B A B A B C C
for an eightline verse, A B A B A B C C D D for a ten-line
verse, and
AB A B A B C C D D E E for a twelve-line verse.

An

example of this scheme in an eight-line verse is No.
18,
"Heb' auf dein blondes Haupt":
Heb'auf dein blorxes Haupt und schlafe nicht,
and lass dich ja vom Schlummer nicht betfren.
Ich sage dir vier Worte von Gewicht,
von denen darfst du keines 'Therhren.
Das erste:
dass um dich mein Herze bricht,
das zweite:
dir nur will ich angehdren,
das dritte: dass ich dir mein Feil befqhle,
das letzte:
dich allein liebt meine Seale.
Only five songs of the Italienisches Liederbuch
do not fit
into one or the other of these patterns of rhyme.
The form of the rispetto undoubtedly had considerable
influence on the musical style of the Italian songs.

The

end-stopped lines of equal length called for a more regular
and formal treatment than the greater declamatory freedom
of other volumes, resulting in the simplicity and clarity
of style which are so often cited as distinguishing
characteristics

of this set of songs.

Wolf frequently was

able to split up the lines into shorter phrases, adding to
the miniature quality of these brief songs.

Only a few

places does he employ a broader lyric sweep in his
melodies.

One notable instance of this appears in No. 9,

"Dass doch gemalt all'

deine Reize wrenn" where the fifth
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and sixth lines have been united in one long surging phrase.
This was made possible by the fact that Heyse's translation
could not retain the end-stopped line of the Italian
original.
More remarkable yet is the treatment of NTo.

5, "Seig

ihr Blinden." TIn this poem the lines all end in rhyming
words, but only every other line is end-stopped:
Selig ihr Blinden, die ihr nicht zu schauen
vorm~gt die Reize, die uns Glut entfachen;
selig ihr Tauben, die ihr ohne Grauen
die Klagen der Verliebten kknnt verlachen;
selig ihr Stummen, die ihr nicht den Frauen
k6nnt eure Herzensnot verstandlich machen;
seli ihr Toten, die man hat begraben!
ihr sollt vor Liebesqualen Ruhe haben.
Wolf has answered the demands of the poem by setting it
long phrases of eight measures,

in

each spanning two lines

of verse, thus creating an effect of intensity of feeling
which is admirably suited to the mood of the text.
These two instances are excellent illustrations of
the exquisite care with which Wolf fulfilled the requirements of the poems which he chose to set.

CHAPTER III
THE CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE ITALIENISCHES LIEDERBUCH
Introduction

Wolf's settings of Heyse's Italienisches Liederbuch
are considered by many to be the crown of his work, the
finest of his art.

He himself considered them to be "the

most original and artistically consummate" 1 of all that he
had written.

They represent a refinement of style towards

limpidity, delicacy and restraint" 2 which was

"serenity,

unexpected after the lyrical outburst of the Spanisches
Liederbuch.

Compact and brief, devoid of any non-essen-

tials, they are exquisite miniatures which compress into a
few measures the essence of a dramatic

scene or a lyric

mood.
Surprisingly, these gems of songs are the result of
Wolf's overlooking of one of his primary principles:

that

of submerging his own personality in that of the poet and
the poems.

Although he seemed to have an affinity for

those poems which fitted best his own tragic fate, he never
1 Quoted

in Walker, Hg

2

p. 295.

lbid.,
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Wolf, pp. 294-5.
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allowed his personal feelings or experiences to intrude on
those of the poet to whose service he had given himself.
Into the Italian songs, however, he put much of himself.
Not that these are subjective songs or personal confessions,
but "taking these translations as a starting-point, and
without concerning himself with their original character,
the composer allowed his imagination to play about them
freely." 3

This may have been because of the anonymity of

the verses, there being no revered spirit of a great poet
to shape his expression.
In these poems he enriched and refined everything he
touched, often intensifying the emotion of the serious
songs, past that of Heyse's translations and far past that
of the Italian originals.

Whatever the reasons, we owe to

this breaking of his rule some of Wolf's finest songs.
Range of Subject Matter
One of the noteworthy features of Wolf's composition
is the continuity within the groups of songs.

Each series

presents one general idea of which each individual song
represents one aspect or facet.

In the Italienisches

Liederbuch the unifying theme is love.

There is only one

song in the entire group which does not speak directly of
love in some form.

alker,

That one is "Auch kleine Dinge," now

ugo Wolf, p. 295.
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used as a fitting introduction to the set.

Speaking, as

it does, of tiny things which are precious, it was probably
intended originally as a tribute to a petite mistress.
Within the scope of this subject, we find represented
other emotions:

humor, ranging from the gentle, sympathetic

sketch of a woman who longed for a musician-lover in No. 11,
'Wie lange schon war immer mein

Verlangen,"

to the ill-

natured and mocking portrait of the appallingly cynical
mock-monk in No. 14, "Geselle, woll'n wir uns in Kutten
hullen";

scorn in such songs as No. 6, "Wer rief dich

denn," and No. 13,

"HoffArtig seid ihr,

schones Kind," in

which an ignored suitor belittles a haughty miss; despair

To.

32,

No.

1-,

"Gesegnet

in

o.

45,

"Selig ihr Blinden"; reverence as in

sei"; and the utmost hatred and virulence

"Vershling' der Abgrund meines Liebsten

Butte.

"

in such as

Yet all these are but variations on the general theme
of love which is determined by the rispetti and velote
which Wolf chose from Heyse's

Italienisches

Liederbuch.

These verses also determine the distribution of the songs
between the sexes.

As is the nature of the rispetto, we

find:
most of the serious love-songs going to the men,
while the women are exhibited in moods of scorn or

mockery, resentment, or humorous tolerance of the
lovers' defects; or if the women are deeply in love,

alker, Hugo Wolf, p. 296.
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they are nearly always unhappy, in contrast with t e
numerous songs of contented love given to the men.2
The original range of moods has been extended by Wolf,
who added many subtle shadings through his penetrating
psychological

insight.

In this respect he equals and at

times surpasses Schubert.

Not content to accept the words

at face value, he looks beneath and discovers conflicting
emotions.

An outstanding example of this is No.

6, "Wer

rief dich denn," where, instead of treating the words as a
simple outburst of scorn for a fickle lover, Wolf brings
out the self-pity and longing for reconciliation which lie
beneath the woman's anger.
Among the songs for men we find some of the most
beautiful of Wolf's love
No. 3,

songs:

the soaring rapture of

"Ihr seid die Allersch'dnste, " and No. 17,

"Und

willst du deinen Liebsten sterben sehen"; the smiling
sweetness

of

"o.

8, "Nun lass urns Frieden schliessen," and

No. 19, "iir haben beide lange Zeit geschwiegen";

the

reverent praise of No. 4, "Gesegnet sei"; the lyricism of
No. 23,

" Tas fftr ein Lied"; the sensuous languor of No. 33,

"Sterb' ich, so hnllt in Blumen meine Glieder."
The love

songs for women comprise what Walker so

aptly calls "a series of character sketches of women in and

Jalker, Lugo Wolf, p.

373.
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out of love." 6

Here are found women scorned in love and

scorning in return,

such as the aforementioned

"Wer rief

dich denn," also No. 28, "Du sagst mir, dass ich
keine
Furstin sei," No. 31, "Viesoil ich frohlich sein," and
No.

4+5,

"Verschling' der Abgrund meines Liebsten Htltte,"

in which the woman calls down the wrath of earth and
Heaven
on her betrayer and hopes that snakes may inhabit
his
dwelling and kill him.
Here also is gentle mockery and tolerance of a lover's
defects, as in No. 15,

"Mein Liebster ist so klein," which

complains of the trials connected with a tiny lover, and
No. 16, "Ihr junger Leute," which enjoins the careful
attention of his companions to a rather delicate lover
going off to war for the first

time.

Sharper mockery and

exaggeration are found in the complaints of the table the
lover sets, in No.

25,

"Mein Liebster hat zu Tische mich

geladen," and of the size of the lover's appetite in No. 26,
"Ich less mir sagen und mir ward erz hlt."
Some of the most delightful of the women's songs are
those in which a woman sends an unwanted lover packing, as
in No. 12, the coquettish "Nein,
says that if

junger Herr," where she

she is not as good for holidays as for everyday

he must find another for all days, and as in No. 10, the
alker, Bugg Wolf, p.- 373.
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mischievous

"Du denkst mit einem F'adchen mich zu fangen,"

in which she tells him that she is in love--but not with
him, and also as in No. 1+3, the mocking "Schweig' einmal
still," in which she likens his singing to the braying of
a donkey.
Deep emotion is found in No. 20,

"Mein Liebster singt,"

in which the girl is prevented by her mother from joining
her serenading lover.

Also full of'deep emotion are the

two straight love songs for women, No. 36, "Wenn du, mein
Liebster, steigst zum Himmel auf," and No.

39,

"Gesegnet

seid es GrUin," which praises all things green because green
is the color which the lover wears.
Some of the songs escape definite classification and
can be sung by either a man or a woman.

A few seem in-

tended as companion pieces such as a song by a woman and
an answering one by a man:
and No. 21,
and No.

31,

"Man

No.

20, "Mein Liebster singt,"

sagt mir, deine Mutter woll' es nicht,"

"Tie soil ich frahlich sein," and No. 32,

"Haas

soll der Zorn, mein Schatz."
Form in the Songs
Wolf's settings of these moods range from the most
limpid lyricism to the most intense drama and from rather
regular form to the most plastic rendering of the details
of the poem.

The form approximates the formal structure of
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the poem more often in the lyric
poems, but many of the
lyric verses are set in very free style.
There are four main types of form
represented in the
Italienisches Liederbuch.
First is the regular form,
following the structural scheme of
the poem.
No. 1, "Auch
kleine Dinge," is the purest example
of this. Also fairly
regular is No. 23, "Was fMr ein
Lied." Another instance
of the influence of the structure of
the poem on the form
of the song is No. 18, "Heb' auf dein
blondes Haupt." This
song illustrates musically the peculiar
tendency of the
rispetto, mentioned in Chapter II, to
say the same thing
in different words two or three times, or,
sometimes, to
say the same words in a different order.
In this poem each
of the four "words" or thoughts which
the lover has to say
to his mistress is equally important,
and they all add up
to the same idea: that he loves her.
Thus Wolf's setting
has no climax, but is uniformly tender
and adoring throughout. Each new thought is differentiated
only by a change
of key.
The second form follows the dramatic action
or
emotional details of the test.
Excellent examples of this
are No. 24, "Ich esse nun mein Brot nicht
trocken mehr,"
which is divided into two sections by its
two shades of
mood, and No. 27, "Schon streckt' ich
aus im Bett die
mden Glieder," in which the dramatic action
produces

three sections; No. 3, "Ihr seid die Allerschonste,"
which,
in spite of its lyricism, is molded entirely around
the
details of the poem; and No. 14, "Geselle, woll'n wir uns
in Kutten hillen," in which the dramatic implications
of
the text are responsible for the whole form of the song.
The third form is a more or less standardized type of
piece in a familiar style.

Among the songs in this form

are the sprightly march, No. 16,

"Ihr

hunger

the delightful set of serenades, No. 8,

Leute, " and

INun lass uns

Frieden schliessen," No. 20, "Mein Liebster singt," and
No.

22, "Ein St'Andchen Euch zu bringen.t"

No. 19,

"Wir

haben beide lange Zeit geschweigen," with its declamatory
opening followed by the melodious second section gives the
impression of a recitative and aria.
The fourth is the form built upo

one figure,

con-

stantly repeated exactly or in variation, or appearing in
the musical structure at intervals, exact or modified.
This is closely akin to the Wagnerian leitmotiv.
Wolf,

However,

instead of regarding these figures as the basis for

extended development, used them as characterizing motives
out of which to build a mood or scene,

briefly but in-

tensely, and with a minimum of material.
examples

of this form.

There are many

Consider, for instance,

No. 4,

"Gesegnet sei," built wholly on the brief motive of creation which appears in the opening measures; also No. 7,

"Der Mond hat eine schwere Klag' erhoben," composed entirely
of one two-measure figure of descending chords, repeated
without interruption or change except that of key, and
representing the slow sad steps with which the moon climbs
the heavens since her two favorite stars are missing.
Po. 17, "Und willst du deinen Liebsten sterben sehen," is
built on a three-chord figure which has somewhat the same
rhythmic flow as a woman combing her hair.
used in slow rhythm in the first

This figure is

half of the song, and in

the second half appears in rhythm twice as fast and in
chromatic modifications which make the figures
expand and shimmer.

seem to

Other songs built around one figure

are Nos. 19, 20, 21 and 40.
To illustrate Wolf's uses of the characterizing
motive let us look at three songs.
"Gesegnet

The first,

No. 4,

sei," shows a motive in slight modification.

Fig. la is the motive as it

In

appears in the opening measure

of the song; in lb is the modified motive as it
throughout the rest of the song.

appears

(See also Fig. 14 for

further use of this particular motive.)
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Whatever the

form in which the songs are cast,

they

owe much of their clarity and simplicity to the discipline
imposed

by

the short end-stopped lines of the rispetto.

Thyse ten-and eleven-syllable lines nercessarily result in
short musical phrases, usually two to foJr measures in

The

length.

is

No.

,

one exception to this form among the rispetti

lindenn"
here only the

"Yeli ihr

alternate

lines are end-stopped, thus making the phrases span two
lines each.

eight

Wolf's

setting

measures in the voice

has long-drawn phrases of

and

below it

ce-.seless movement of contrapuntal
the

extended phrases.

in the piano the

lines which

emphasizes

Repetition and Sequence
Outside of his use of the characterizing motive, Wolf
made only moderate use of musical repetition and sequences
in these songs.

The length of the songs,

much to do with this.

of course,

had

Their brevity does not leave space

for the extended developments in which repetition and
sequence play such an important part.

Wolf, with his

reverence for the text, rarely, ever repeated lines,
feeling

that the poet's casting of the material was not

to be tampered with.
Notable exceptions to this are the repetition of the
last line of No.

10, "Du denkst mit einem Fadchen mich zu

fangen," which, through its simulated swooning,

forms the

climax of this bit of roguery, and the repetition of the
entire first

stanza in No.

35', "Benedeit die sel'ge Mutter,"

which leads to a straight ABA form exceptional in Wolf.
According to Walker's analysis, this is because of the
great contradiction between the chaste and reticent opening
and the yearning and passionate middle section.

The poem,

which contains no repetition of the first stanza in Heyse's
translation, is unsatisfactory and Wolf's solution of the
problem by the mere return of

she

opening section is not

entirely successful for the original mood comes as a shock
after the fiery second part.?
7 Walker,

Hugo

Wolf,

p.

376.
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Harmony
In harmony Wolf represents the ultimate refinement of
the developments of Romanticism.

Many of his most eloquent

and subtle expressive effects are achieved through his
harmonic artistry in which the harmony has little tonal
connection with form, but rather is freely molded for the
sake of expression.
Wolf's harmonic style owes much to Wagner.

His is the

fully expanded chromatic chord vocabulary of Wagner, but
used with specialized insight and more delicate shadings.
The influence of Wagner is also seen in his novel chord
successions, his rich sensuousness, his chromaticism, and
his harmonic realism.
than that of Wagner,
richer.

However, his tonal span is narrower
and the harmonic detail within it

is

Also, he made little use of the surging polyphony

so characteristic of Wagner.
Wolf's treatment of the texture of chords--delicate
balancing of tones, attention to high and low placement of
chords, his special doublings and omission of tones-represent the final refinement of techniques initiated by
Schubert and carried on by Schumann.
lG. S. Dickinson, Th
Harm

, p. 89.

Growth of Expression

in

0

5'2

The following discussion of the elements in Wolf's
harmonic style is based in part on Dickinson's
analysis of
the development of Romantic harmony.ll
First, let us look at the chord vocabulary which Wolf
employed.

It included, in addition to the standarddiatonic

triads (which took on

new

shades of meaning under his

handling), much use of dominant seventh chords, both
diatonic and chromatic, increased use of secondary seventh
chords (i.e. all seventh chords except the dominant
seventh), diatonic and chromatic, and more chromatic
augmented and diminished triads.

The more "tense" aug-

mented color appears rather frequently.

This staple

repertory of chromatic chords is used in a wide range of
forms and meanings.

For an example of chromatic secondary

seventh chords see Fig. 11.

Here in the first measure the

Fb-Ab-D-Bb chord is an augmented sixth chord serving
as a
dominant leading into the Eb chord of measure 2.

At the

end of measure 2 the E-G-Db-Bb chord is a diminished
seventh resolving in rather unconventional fashion to
an
Ab chord in measure 3.
11

Dickinson, The Growth of Expression in Harony
Chapters VII and VIII, pp. 65-3.
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Wolf makes much use of dominant chords.

In Fig. 13

he has made the dominant seventh on Eb the basis for a
whole

passage.

(See Fig.

follow this excerpt.)
the

17 for the two measures which

The use of this chord here gives

assuage a clarion quality which illustrates wonder

fully the

sense

of the words, which speak of

or crying out a decree throughout the land.
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Fe

deie Reize

often uses the dominant seventh as the nuclens of

chord groups which shift restlessly from ky to key.
device is seen in Fig.
a series of dominant
in pitch in

14 where

This

the accompaniment carries

seventh chords moving up a half-step

ach measure.
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In addition to those dissonances resulting from chromatic chords, Wolf's dissonances are generated principally
by two procedures:

the use of accented appogaturas,

illustrated in Figs. l5 and 16, and the use of
illustrate

in Figs. 16 and 17.

-r

Fig. 16,--Wolf,
meas. 1-3.
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Fig. 16 shows the same device as Fig. 15, with the F#

first

measure and the A in the third measure acting

as accented apogaturas.

Fig. 16 also shows the use of

passing harmonies throughout.
monies

in

the last

Fig. 17 shows passing har-

tTo beats of the first

CI,.st

Fig. 17.--Tolf, Dass doch

measure.

iselL 4144- " l

'

in the

elt all' deine Teize

3,ren, rmas. 18-19.
The resolution

of dissonances

is

a ful-

primarily

fillment of theyodic tendencies, as a result of which new

discovered.

directions

of resolution are

Fig.

the unusual progression

17 in

the last two beats of the first

This is

seen

in

of passing harmonies on

measure, mentioned above,

where, through the half-step movement of the outside voices
and a grace note
bass,

leap

from the dominant to the tonic in the

the harmony moves

seventh of

Ab

r-

four chords from the

major to the tonic of

F major.

in

dominant

the first

I
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of Fig. 18, too, the half-step
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implications are ceveJoped as a result of

treatment of chord progressions.

inmcomplte progressions

Fig. 19.

e

frequently uses

and inhibited resolutions,

the resolution of the

seems to want to resolve

He

i

as in

-E-G-b chord, which

orthodox fashion to an F major
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chord, is inhibited by the abrupt jump to the Ab-C-Eb-Gb
chord in the next measure, leaving the
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Wolf's

extreme

care

for

the

eize

balance and placement of

individualchords and the doubling or omission of certain
toess

en. in

third measure,
chord

such passages as Fig. 18 which, in the
shows careful spacing and doubling of

tones.

Many of Wolf's most sensitive and expressive effects
re achievd

througb his masterQy handling of his extended
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span of tonal control and of fluctuating tonality.

Quite

often a passage seems to be in two keys at once or of
indeterminate tonality or passes through a series of hints
of keys without ever pausing
gives

e define any one.

a marvelous fluidity to his std,.

example of this tonal fluidity.

This

Fig. 20 is a fine

The passage begins in F

major and ends in F major going to C major, but in between
it passes through an amazing series of chords which seem
to be in Gb major and arrives on the last three beats of
the fourth measure at a Db-F-Ab-Cb chord which leads, in
a simple yet surprising way, through enharmonic changes and
voice leanings, back into F major.
His modulations frequently partake of this same
ambiguity and fluidity and are accomplished by the most
amazing means.

Observe in Fig. 22 how the C in the melody

in the second measure leaps without preparation or bridge
into the unlikely key of D major, whose leading tone is
C#.

Yet the effect

is not awkward.

Look also at the last

two measures where the D, which is the tonic of the
cadence, becomes in three unaccompanied notes the leading
tone to the Eb on which the harmony of the last measure is
built.

I
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There is another interesting passage in Fig. 23

with

its deceptive cadence in F# minor instead of A major in

th

second measure, and its modulation, through the enhar-

monic change of

Fi

.

#to

Db, from

23.---Wolf, K~r rif

beat of mecs.

F#

dch

minor to F major.

den, meas. 6 - first

8.

Although Wolf eschewed the polyphony of

Wagner,

he

did occasionally use a contrapuntal treatment instead of
his more accustomed
a deliberate

harmonic

effect for

style.

expressive

This

was

purposes

always either
or else the

result of the play of exprlisive Iines one against the
other.
ihr

The outstanding example o

Blinden, " where

this is No.

5, "Selig

the two and three-part counterpoint

over a bass pedal point in the accompaniment so excellently
provides the atmosphere of bleakness and inexor.le move-

ment which the

bitter

mood of the

poem

demands.

Fig. 24 is

I
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an

from this

excerpt

which shows

g

two-part counterpoint

between the voice line and the moving octaves in the piano
the pal point

over

b in the bass.
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keine
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29

'ohl

kenn'

ich

Nacht erhob.ich" and 42 "Nicht

"ReUt

langer kann ich singer."

Tonality
already spoken of

Wehave

Wolf's

use of the widely

extended tonal span and the fluctuating tonality of
Romanticism for expressive Purposes.

Now let us see how

he uses changes of tonality to achieve expression.

obvious

level

change of

mood.

is the

change

On an

of key to indicate a broad

In Wolf this usually

os

ith

a change of
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style separating the song into clearly marked
divisions.
This is plainly seen in To. 19, "fir haben
beide lange Zeit
geschwiegen," where the first section, describing
the
lovers' quarrel and period of silence, is couched
in minor
keys and the second section, wherein the angels
of love
bring peace and reconciliation,

is in sweet and smiling

major keys.
Another rather obvious use of key change is found
in
No. 16, the march "Ihr jungen Leute, " where the
conventional form leads to a conventional. shift to minor
for the
middle section, creating a regular ABA form.
Wolf's use of tonality ranges also to more subtle
effects.

In No. 2, "Mir ward gesagt, du reisest in die

Ferne," the rise of a third in pitch with each new
phrase
suggests the ever-widening distance between the departing
lover and the one left behind and increases the feeling
of
tension and longing.
A still more subtle use seems to be
in No. 1, "Auch kleine Dinge."

In this poem each sentence

or thought is composed of two halves:

first, the smallness

of the thing named and second, its dearness or
great value.
Each musical sentence is made up of two phrases
in contrasting keys - A major and E major.
(See Figs. 28 and
29.)

It does not seem far-fetched to imagine that Wolf
used this tonal scheme to emphasize the contrast
between
the two parts of each sentence.
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Declamation and Accent
We come now to the consideration of one of
the factors
of Wolf's style which sets him apart from all
the other
writers of Lieder.

This is his handling of the words.

The

accurateness and appropriateness of his declamation
go
beyond even that of Wagner from whom he derived
many of
his ideas concerning proper and sensitive setting
of a
text. There are very few instances where Wolf
has unduly
prolonged an unaccented syllable or caused an
accent where
it is not required. However, this accentuation
far
exceeds a simple care that the right syllables should
receive emphasis and that musical considerations
should
not overshadow the correct accenting of the verse.
In Wolf's use of accent lie some of his most subtle
and profound additions of psychological overtones
and
undertones to these Italian lyrics.
ment of NTo. 6, 'der rief dich denn?".

Consider his treatAs previously stated,

he chose to treat this poem as a study in conflicting
emotions rather than a straight outburst of scorn.

Much

of this portrayal rests on his accenting of
the words.
See in Fig. 25 the unusual accenting on 'enn,"

which

gives the effect of the angry woman asking "Who
asked you
to come if it is a burden to you?" revealing beneath
her
anger the hope that it is not a burden to her straying
lover to attend her.
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The same subtle shadings of meaning are found in
No. 8, "Nun lass uns Frieden schliessen."

This lovely

serenade presents a smiling plea for a peace which is
evidently already assured.

The union of the pair of lovers

is emphasized by Wolf's linking of such words as "du" and
"mich," "wir" and "uns" by making them equal in stress,
and by the accent on "ein" in the last phrase, raising the
meaning of "ein Paar zufriedner

Herzen"

from "a pair" to

"just one pair of contented hearts," which together should
be able to achieve peace.
Wolf creates his accents by placing the words to be
stressed on strong beats, notes of long duration or more
than one note, notes approached or left by melodic leaps
or falls, notes at the top or bottom of a melodic line, and
notes stressed against the regular system of strong and
weak beats.

Naturally, the more of these devices that are

used on one word, the stronger will be its stress.

His

unstressed syllables generally are set to eighth notes or
lesser values.
The last of the devices of accent mentioned above,
notes stressed against the regular system of strong and
weak beats (in other words, the meter) sounds like the
rhythmic procedure which is called syncopation.

However,

closer examination reveals that this is not syncopation
but something far more pervasive and flexible.

In his
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interest in rendering the dramatic speech inflections of
the words as faithfully as possible, Wolf has evolved a
non-metric melodic rhythm.

By this we mean a free rhythmic

organization with measures of various lengths and different
patterns of accent following one another.

As Wolf has

written out these songs with traditional bar lines and time
signatures, this process gives the effect of accents
crossing and negating the bar lines.
Each song in this set reveals metric freedom in the
setting of the words.

This is quite a removal from the

traditional German style of four-square rhythm and regular
accent.

It is much more closely akin to the greater

rhythmic subtlety of French music.

One wonders if the

influence of Wolf's admiration for Berlioz and his careful
study of his music is not at work here.

When examined in

this light, Wolf's melodic lines also remind one very much
of the non-metric English songs of the Elizabethan period.
Compare Fig.

25, which is taker

from one of the out-

standing examples of Wolf's non-metric setting of the voice
line 'ver rief dich denn?" with Fig. 26, an example of the
Elizabethan non-metric song, and with Fig. 27, an example
of the song style of Berlioz.

In all three it

can be seen
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This

Wolf's
style

non-metric

setting

of words constitutes one of

most important and distinctive contributions to the

of the

Lied.
Rhythm

This consideration of the treatment of meter in Wolf's

voice lines Inads naturally into a discussion of his
rhythmic practices.

Let us look first

at the time
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signatures of the Italian songs.

Out of the forty-six

songs of the Italienisches Liederbuch thirty-six are in
simple quadruple meter (33 in 4/4, 2 in 4/8, 1 in
four are in simple duple meter (3

4/16),

in 2/4, 1 in 2/2),

two

are in simple triple meter (3/8), and four are in compound
meter (1 in 6/8, 1 in

9/8

and 2 in 12/8).

The predominence

of simple duple and quadruple meter may be explained by
the fact that their simpler organization lends itself
better to free metric treatment of the melody.

The two

songs in 3/8 and the one in 6/8 are serenade styles which
naturally call for this type of meter.
Wolf's rhythmic inventiveness

is as fertile and varied

as his harmonic usage or his setting of words.

The greatest

source of his rhythmic interest and expressiveness lies in
the interaction of his vocal lines and accompaniments.

His

accompaniments are generally more metrically regular than
are his vocal lines.

The play of the non-metric vocal line

against the measured accompaniment produces a sort of
rhythmic counterpoint which is a delight to the ear and an
essential ingredient of the style which we immediately
recognize as Wolf's.

For illustration of this device,

which is another of Wolf's important contributions
Lied style, see Figs. 8, 11, 21, 22 and 25.

to the

In these

figures the vertical dotted lines mark the irregular
measures implied by the accents in the vocal lines and the
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inserted time signatures

indicte t
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measures.
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For excellent examples of this see Figs. 15 and 16,
taken from No. 2, "Mir ward gesagt, du reisest in die Ferne,"
where the real melody is in the bass, moving downward
against the upward movement of the chords formed by the
upper voices of the accompaniment and the vocal line, and
also Fig. 28 taken from No. 1, "Auch kleine Dinge. "

Here

the counterpoint, both tonal and rhythmic, is primarily
between the vocal line and the downward moving line in the
bass.
Vocal Parts and Accompaniments
It is impossible to discuss the vocal parts and the
accompaniments of Wolf's songs separately, for they are
inseparable parts of a whole.

This may seem to contradict

the statement so often made that Wolf's accompaniments and
voice parts are independent and complete within themselves.
It is one of the fascinating features of his compositions
that, though each may go its own way and be complete without the other, they are inextricably united in the entire
expression of the song.
Nor is it

possible to discuss melody in these songs

apart from the accompaniment, for it is not an isolated
factor or an exclusive property of the voice, as in earlier
song styles.
The style of the vocal parts in the Italian songs
varies from soaring melody to a straight declamatory type.
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Wolf inherited from Wagner his idea of speech-song and he
frequently uses it in the voice.

However, his detractors

are incorrect in accusing him of reducing melody to mere
declamation.

His melodies may not always occupy their

traditional place in the voice, but there is always melody
in his songs.

When the voice part is static and speech-

like, full of even notes and repeated pitches, one can look
for melodic activity in the accompaniment.

For examples of

this see Figs. 15 and 16 where the melody is in the bass
line.
It is true that Wolf's melodies

are far removed from

the more popular folk-like style in their irregular accentuation, unusual intervals, chromaticism and fluctuating
tonality, but they are nonetheless intensely melodic, and,
because of their unusual qualities, are wonderfully
expressive and moving.
Wolf elevated the accompaniment to a position of
greater importance than it had ever held before, even in
the songs of Schumann who initiated this tendency.
are truly songs for voice

and piano.

His

The piano part shares

equal responsibility with the voice in the task of expression.

It is used to deepen

and elaborate the mood of the

words and sometimes to say things that cannot be expressed
in words.

Occasionally, it carries the development of the

mood or action with the voice more in the role of
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commentator, as in No. 2 "Mir ward gesagt, du reisest in
die Ferne," and No. 7 "Der Mond hat eine schwere Klag'
erhoben."
Many are the roles which Wolf's accompaniments are
called upon to fill.

Among these are the creation of

background or atmosphere as in No. 1, "Auch kleine Dinge,"
and No. 8, "N"un lass uns Frieden schliessen";

the height-

ening of a lyric mood through repetition of a characterizing motive as in No. 17, "Und willst du deinen Liebsten
sterben sehen," or through following faithfully the
slightest inflections of the text as in No. 3,

"Ihr seid

die Allerschonste," and No. 9, "Dass doch gemalt allt deine
Reize wren"; and portrayal of the action of the poem as in
No. 2, "Mir ward gesagt, du reisest in die Ferne," and in
No. 37, "Schon streckt' ich aus im Bett die m den Glieder."
There are some piercing characterizations
accompaniments:

in these

the roguish young lady of No. 10, "Du

denkst mit einem Fadchen mich zu fangen," the rather
delicate violinist-lover who sinks his head and sways as he
saws on his fiddle,

in No. 11, '"ie lang schon war simmer

mein Verlangen," the merry and insouciant serenader of
No. 22, "Ein St ndchen Euch zu bringen," the exhuberant
beauty counting over her lovers in No.

46,

"Ich hab' in

Penna einem Liebsten wohnen, " and the acid-etched portrait
of the cynic out of the Decameron, willing to assume monk's
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garb and usurp the intimacies of the monk's
office in
No. 14+, "Geselle, woll'n wir uns
in Kutten htllen. " An
interesting detail of the accompaniment
in this song is
Wolf's use of the chordal "holy" style for the cynic's
burlesque of the sanctimonious householder
on whose door
he has mocked.
Worthy of special note among Wolf's
handling of
accompaniments is his use of standard styles
for telling
effects.
In No. 16, "Ihr jungen Leute," the blithe
march
provides just the right martial atmosphere
for this little
sketch of a woman sending off to battle
her delicate lover.
In the serenade, No. 20, "Mein Liebster
singt, " there are
two personalities represented, in the accompaniment
the
lover with his plaintive serenade, and
in the voice the
suffering maid who is forced by her mother's
opposition to
lie abed and weep bitterly while he
sings.
The texture of the accompaniments varies
from the
bleak counterpoint of "Selig ihr Blinden,"
No. 5, and the
light delicate fabric of No. 1, "Auch
kleine Dinge," to the
outburst of chords in No. 6, "Wer
rief dish denn," the
surging broken chords and rich harmonic
detail of No. 3,
"Ihr seid die Allerschanste, " and the
thick sullen harmonies
of No. 21, "Man sagt mir, deine Mutter
wdll' es nicht."
Important features of the accompaniments
of all of
Wolf's songs are the instrumental passages
which are an
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integral part of the musical picture.

The introductions

set the stage and the postludes round off the mood,
framing the song and summing it

up.

Wolf, who was a

perfectionist with regard to the performance of his
compositions

(and those of others), was known to walk off

the stage or terminate a recital abruptly if an audience
applauded before the last note of the postlude had died
away.

He really could not be blamed for this attitude,

for in his songs expression was not complete until the
very last note.
Representational Writing
We come now to a most interesting feature of Wolf's
composing methods which, for lack of a better term, has
been called representational writing.

Frank Walker gives

an excellent summation of this matter:
It was inevitable that a composer like Wolf
should often reflect in his music ideas and images
occurring in the words of the poems he set. The
language of music, however, is too difficult for us
always to be able to recognize the relationship between a musical phrase and the idea or verbal image
from which it is derived. When we can do so we gain
new insight into the workings of the composer's mind
and often new understanding of the right interpretation
of his works. The claim is not being made here that
Wolf's music is merely illustrative.
Between the crude
representation of events described in the poem, such as
the firing of the huntsman's gun in the Moricke song,
"Der J.ger," and 'absolute' music there lies a whole
world of 'poetic' musical expression in which the mind
of the composer, consciously or unconsciously, is
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influenced, to a greater or less degree, by the words
and thoughts of his chosen poet. 1 2
The musical reflections of these associations range
from utter realism through definite suggestion to the most
subtle and tantalizing hints of the composer's intentions.
Among Wolf's wonderfully realistic effects are the violin
motive in No. 11, ' Iie lange schon war immer mein Verlangen;"
the buzzing of the fly, the zoom of the gadfly, and the
darting of many insects in No. 15,

"Mein Liebster ist so

klein;" the hacking of the Inife at the hard bread in
No.

25, "Mein Liebster hat zu Tische mich geladen," and in

No.

43,

"Schweig' einmal still," the clumsy serenade and

the braying of the donkey to which the suitor's singing is
compared.
Wolf's suggestion of certain associations appears in
spots such as No. 27, "Schon streckt' ich aus im Bett die
mtxden Glieder," where the straight block chords and slow
tempo of the beginning suggest the weariness of the lover,
the rolled chords and leaping octaves of the second section
picture his springing up, and the chiming of thirds in the
last section represents his song of praise for the beloved
ringing through the streets.
Another such example

is No.

314,

am Morgen auf," with its suggestion

12falker,

Wolf

"Und

steht Ihr frnh

of bells in the second

pp. 375-376.
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section, deriving from the maiden's attendance at morning
mass, and the long chords which accompany her kneeling at
prayer.

Yet another excellent example is the descending

bass line in No. 2, "Mir ward gesagt," which suggests the
receding steps of the departing lover.
Perhaps the most interesting of all are those instances of association between words and music which are so
subtle that we cannot be sure whether the composer intended
them or whether they occurred unplanned in the course of
the music.

Several of these paint in music, not actions

or people, but ideas.

There is some evidence that Wolf

did quite a bit of this in the Italienisches

Liederbuch

(see examples below) but there is no conclusive proof.
Lacking confirmation from the composer of his intentions,
we can only conjecture.

Several examples of this sort

appear in No. 1, "Auch kleine Dinge."
29.)

(See Figs. 28 and

In Fig. 29 the treatment of "kleine" (little) and

"teuer" (dear, expensive) seems to underline the whole
thought of the song by bracketing together two apparently
contrasting words.

The placement of one at the top and the

other at the bottom of the melodic curve gives the contrast
--the lightness of "kleine" at the top and the heaviness
of tteuer" at the bottom.

The real equality of the two

words in this song, whose basic thought is that little
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linka%, with "schwer"

use

Here is

the same sort of

(heavy), a long note,et
,klein,"

the top of

aln'ao note, at the bottom.

In the third measure tension and emphasis are built up to
"sch wr" by the upward line (#5, 6, '7, 8) after
whic 2 the
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drop of a fifth to "bezahlt"

(paid for) pictures the weight

of "schwer" and the heaviness of payment for pearls.
Dynamics and Tempo
Nowhere is Wolf's sensitivity to minute detail more
clearly seen than in his indications of dynamics and tempo.
He was careful to show exactly the effects he wanted by
thorough and precise expression markings. If the performers
will but observe his accent markings, his dynamic nuances
and his tempo directions, they cannot st ay far from the
correct interpretation of his music.

Indeed,

sometimes he

did not trust the singer to follow his directions.

In

No. 6, "wer rief dich denn?" he desired a holding back in
the second and fourth phrases to indicate a change of mood
from anger to distress.

He assured the proper effect by

actually writing in his retards:

through increasing those

phrases from two to two and a half measures--in the second
phrase by adding a measure of 2/4 and extending phrase four
by borrowing from the third phrase which he cut half a
measure short.
Contrasts and Climaxes
Many of Wolf's expressive effects are accomplished
through contrasts in tempos and dynamics.

In fact, this

is one of his Principal means of creating climaxes.

One

of the most beautiful examples of this technique is in
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No. 4, "Gesegnet sei."

This reverent song opens with an

exultant cry of praise to the Lord who has created all
things so well.

Then it

falls to contemplating the

individual wonders of creation.

The melody speaks first

of the sea and curves downward on the words "tiefem

Grund"

(deep bottom), then moves to the ships which sail over the
sea and glides upward on the word "gleiten."
pitch and dynamic level as it

It rises in

pictures Paradise and its

eternal light, then suddenly hushes to a pianissimo in awe
at the most wonderful creation of all--the fact af the
beloved.

It is hard to conceive a better means of

achieving the emotional climax than by the contrast of
this sudden pianissimo at the highest point of the song.
Technical Demands on Performers
These songs of the Italienishes Liederbuch do not
require great virtuosity of either the singer or the
pianist.

However, they do take sound musical knowledge

and acute musical perceptiveness for correct performance
and artistic interpretation.

Moreover, they demand the

same balance of tone, control of shading, clarity of
articulation and feeling for line as do all Lieder.

Some

of the songs ask more brilliance of tone than others and

a few make great demands on the tech:niaue of the performers,
especially the pianist.

However, the outstanding require-

ments are musical sensitivity and dramatic expressiveness.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
This study of the history of the Lied and examination
of the Italienisehes

Liederbuch

of Hugo Wolf has led to

certain conclusions.
The first

is that Wolf truly stands as the culmination

of Romantic activity in the Lied form.

This has been

ascertained by a comparison of his ideals and techniques
of song writing with those of the earlier Lieder writers,
Schubert and Schumann,

and of Wagner.

The second is that Wolf made certain distinctive
contributions to the Lied.
of Wagnerian principles

Among these are his application

to the form of the Lied in their

refinements as characterizing motives
free metric accents
accompaniment

(from the Leitmotiv),

(from speech-song) and use of the

to intensify expression through faithful

rendering of details of the text.

Another contribution is

his distillation of harmonic practices into the purest
expressive materials which made possible his miniature
style.

Still another contribution is his elevation of the

accompaniment to a position equal with the vocal part,
making both parts of an expressive whole.
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Another is his
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piercing psychological

insight which utilized musical

resources for the most subtle dramatic delineation.
The third is that the Ttalienisches Liederbuch owes
many of its stylistic features to the subject matter and
formal structure of the poems on which it

is based.

The fourth conclusion is that these songs reveal a
musical style which is indeed compact and devoid of nonessentials,

achieving a maximum of expressiveness

minimum of means.

with a
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